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PRELIMINARY TANK ‘TESTSOF AN.OUTBOARD FLOAT HAVING
THE ??ORM@F A STREAMLINE BODY OF RIZVOLUTIOIT
FITTED ‘!VITHA HYDROFOIL
By Douglas A.King
,,
SUMMARY
Preliminary tests were made in NACA tank no.,1 to
investigate the hydrodynamic qualities of a streamline
body of revolution of a fineness ratio of 5.14, both alone
and with a lifting hydrofoil. The hydrofoil, supported
below the body by means of struts that gave the effect of
end plates at the tips of the hydrofoil, had a chord about
48 percent of the maximum diameter OY the body, an aspect
ratio Of 1.92, and a dihedral angle of 30°.
In general, at constant drafts, the lift of the
streamline bodv without the hydrofoil decreased with in-
.
creasing speed. When the tr~m of
body was not wholly submerged, for
draft, the speed at which the lift
greater for the greater draft than
the trim of’the body was increased
completely. submerged, the lift did
the body was 50 and the
any two values of
became negative was
for the lesser. When
to 10° and the body was
not vary greatly with
speed. The resistance of the body in this ~ond,itionwas
of the same order of magnitude as the lift. At high trims
the hydrodynamic lift-resistance ratios of the streamline
body with the hydrotoil were higher than those of a con-
ventional outboard float.
.
The aerodynsnic drag of the combination of streamline
body and hydro~oil was computed and compared with that of
several conventional outboard floats. The minimum drag
of the combination was about 50 percent of the average
minimum dra’gof the conventional floats. The combination
at an angle of attack of 0° and an angle of incidence of
the hydrofoil of 10° had a drag about ~0 percent of the
average drag of the conventional floats at an angle of
attack of O.Q-basedon the keel just forward of the step,
and about 35 percent of the average drag of the conven-
tional floats at an angle of attack of 5°.
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,INTRODUC’TION
,.
.
Conventional flying boats and single-float seaplanes
are inherently unstable in roll while at rest or taxying
at low speeds and external means for providing lateral
stabtlity on the,water must be provided. The usual
method of providing lateral stability is by the use of
outboard floats. When the airplane heels while at rest,
one of the outboard floats is immersed and, as the extent
of i~ersion incpeases, the .displacement increases; thus
a righting moment is produced that increases until the
rolling moment exerted by “theairplane is balanced by the
righting moment produced by the outboard float. When the
airplane is taxying, the righting moment of the outboard
floats is produced by a combination of’buoyancy and
dynamic lift. The dynamic lift should be as large as
possible compared with the buoyancy of the float, and the
resistance of the float should be as small as possible to
reduce yawing moments and structural loads;
In flight,outboard floats are a direct source of
drag and are therefore objectionable. This drag,may be
either eliminated by retracting the floats completely Xnto
the airframenr reduced by previding floats df a more
streamline form.
The retraction of floats into the airframe offerS
obvious possibilities for the ‘reduction of drag, but some
difficulties arise in the actual design and construction,
The design of the struts supporting a retractable float
is more difficult than that of struts supporting a ,fixed
float. The retracting mechanism adds, to the structural
weight and complexity of the airplane. In addition, the
limitations imposed by such requirernents.as space and
location incidental to the retraction of the ‘float may
lead to the design of a float that has poor hydrodynamic
characteristics.
Hydrodynamic lifting forces on conventional floats
are pr~duced by the action of the water on relatively flat
planing surfaces. Sharp disconiiinui.tiesat the edges of
these planing surfaces have been considered necessary to
insure useful lift-resistance ratios. The planing surf-
aces and their at~endant sharp discontinuities ,cause the
drag of a float to be greater than ’that of a streamline
body of the same volume and fineness ratio.
. .
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The use of a simpk’atre’amline body without
bottom .$sno~f’easi~le> “because,”When such a body
along the surface of the watkr;,’a”-downward-’f’orce
generated on the wetted S“ur”face. The body tends
to.a greater draft rather than to develop lift..
action is in accordance with theory and with the
earlier experimenters (reference 1)0
a planing
is moved
.is: “.
tb sink
This
tests of
The hydrodynamic lift that is required may be pro-
vided by combining a hydrofoil (or hydrofoils) with the
streamline body. The hydrofoil should be arranged to
develop dynamic lift fo,rcesthat,are large .compare”dwith
the .statlc buoyancy forces developed.by the streamline
body. If the “hydrofoil has “iess dra~ than,.theplaning’ :
surfaces necessary to give’the “samell~~drod:~mmic.lift-
resistance ratio, the combination of streamline body and
. hydrofoil becomes of interest as an al.ter.nateto the con-
ventional outboard float.
Although the fact had beetiestablis?qedthat a stream-
line body would tend to””besucked down when moved.along
the surface of the water, it was believed that the
magnitude of the suction force and the manner in which ‘it
varied with sneed and draft had not been determined. The
magnitude of the lift of a hydrofoil that might be used
in combination wj.tha streamline body and the manner in
which the lift should vary could therefore not be esti-
mated. In order to obtain information regarding the
possibilities of this type of float, short preliminary
tests were made in N/,CAtank no. 1 of a streamline body
and of the body in combination ~~itha hydrofoil.
MODEL :
,,.
,,
The model tested a streamline body of revolution
with a ,length of 26.9~ inches and”a maximum diameter “of”
‘j.2~ inches,. is ‘shown in figure 1. The body has a volume
of 0.1975 cubic foot and a fineness ratio of~.11. The
form was obtained byscaling down body 1, nose 1 of ‘:
reference 2 to the size desired for these tests. off-
sets of the body are given in table 1.
. . . . ‘“
.
The.hydrofoil is of’the NACA ~6-5&-aj.rfoil section
with a,chord of 2.5 inches-and iS set at an angle of
incideqce of 0° relative ato the center-line ~f the body.
Ordinatea of the hydrofoil’ section are given in table II.
The struts supporting the hydrofoil are of lenticular
4 ‘ iiiicA’Ac II’No. L4D06
section witha chord of 2.5”inches And a maximum thick-
1 .’
ness of L inch,.~. The recesses fo~ed in the body to
receive the hydrofoil struts’and the strut supporting the
model were filled with beeswax” to give a smooth, fair
surface.
,...
APPARATUS AND TES~ PROCEDURE
The tests were conducted”on October 9,
NACA tank no. 1,
ljl+3’”in
which was described in reference 3Y The
depth of the water for these tests was 6 feet; the “towing
gear was arranged as shovmin ,figure,2. It was possible
to measure both lift and resistance and to set the trim
and draft to any values within the range of the apparatus.
A spray plate about 2 feet square was mounted on the
rectangular towing staff to prevent spray from wetting the
towing gear. The model and towing staff were weighted to
about 80 pounds. Inasmuch as the lift of the yodel was
determined by measuring the apparent weight of ‘themodel
and towing staff (actual weight of the model and staff
minus the hydrodynamic lift of the model), it was po”ssible
to measure lift forces up to about 80 pounds.
The model was towed at fixed trim and at constant
speeds varying from O to jO feet per second. The draft
of the model was changed by’constant increments as the
towing carriage moved along the tank and lift and resis-
tance were ‘measured at each draft. The model was also
towed while wholly in air and the lift and resistance
obtained from these tests were su.btraoted from the gross
measurements to obtain the hydrodynamic forces acting on
the model. Lift and resistance were measured only at
increasing values of draft, and trimming moments were not
measured. Trim 1 was measured to the center line of
the streamline body. Draft was measured to.the lowest
point on the model exclusive of the hydrofoi~.
The accuracy of measurement is estimated to be as
follows:
Speed, foot per second . . . . . . . . =, . . . . . . *0.1
Lift, pound .’. . .. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .*O.5
Resistance, pound . . . . . . . . . . ‘. . . . . . . *0.2
Trim, degree , . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .kO.l
Draft, inch . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.*0.1
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RESULTS
,,
,. ,, ,., ,.
The result~ of the tests are given in the form of
curves of lift .L, resistance R, and lift-resistance
ratio L/R ‘plotted against speed with trim and draft ‘
as parameters (figs. 3 to 7}.
Streamline body without hydrofoil.- In figure 3, 4
the liftof the streamline body”at a trim of ~“ decreased
with increasing speed and became fiegativeat speeds that
increased with increasing draft. “At a trim of 10°
(fig. )+)“the lfft of the streamline body became negative
only at’drafts of 1, 2, and 3 inches at speeds approxi-
mately the same’as for similar drafts at a trim.of 5°.
When the body was completely submerged -“thatis, at
drafts of 7 and 8 inches -the lift at a trim of 10°
decreased sl!ghtly with increasing speed, reached a
minimum at about 15 feet per second, and then increased.
At the greater .draft, 8 inches, the lift increased to a
,value about equal to the static l!ft but at the lesser
draft, 7 inches, the lift at 30 feet per second was
about 75 percent of the static lift.
bo
At
tr
The resistance at trims
th with increasing speed an
drafts greater than 2 inch
im was greater than the res
.:
.e
i
f 5° and 10°,increased
with increasing draft
s, the resistance at 1
stance at ~“ trim.
The results shown in figures 3 and 4 suggest that
the lift of the streamline body, when fully submerged,
may be made greater than the static lift b~~increasing
the trim but that the resistance of the body in this
condition will be of the same order of magnitude as the
lift l
Streamline body with hydrofoil.- Figures 5 to ?
show that the lift increased with the trim ~nd that the
hydrofoil developed the major portion of the lift. The
resistance and lift-resistance ratio increased with
increasing trim.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Interference,F The curves ofeffeqtive lift and
.resis= in fig~lre~8 and 9 were prepared by subtracting
tihelift and resistance of the hyd.rof’oilalone (streamline
6 mcffiA’CRNO. ‘IJ+D06
body with hydrofoil at draft” of O inch) from the lift and
resistance of the streamline body with hydrofoil. A com-
parison of figures 8 and 9 with figures,3 and,4 shows
that the effective lift and resistance of the streamline
body are approximately the ‘sameas the ac,tual lift ti.do
resistance measured on”the body alone, At a trim o“f5
the effective lift was less and the effective resistance
was greater than the values for.the body alone. At a
trim or 100 and at speeds greater than 2.5feet per second,
the effective lift and resistance were greater than the
values for the body alone. The difference between the
effective lift and the actual lift of the body was small
“compared with the lift of the hydrofoil. The fovces on
a combination of’a body and a hydrofoil may therefore be
determined with a fair degree of accuracy by simply
adding the f’orceson the body an-dthe hydrotoil and
ne@e”cting the effects of’interference.
Incidence,- The tests were made with the hydrofoil
,at one angle of incidence, Oo. At any trim of the body,
the lift of the body with” the .hydrof’oilwould be ,increased
by ‘increasing the angl,e.of incidence of the hydrofcil;
For a reasonable Increase in the angle of incidence; the
lift-resistance ratio would be i,ncrea,sed.
Spray.- Spray at large drafts, )4to 8inches~ did not
appear to be heavier than the spray of conventional out-
board ’floats of similar size at comparable drafts and
speeds. The operator could not adequately observe the
spray because the spray plate on the towing gear was
between the op.eratorfs seat on the towing carriage and the
model. At large drafts and high speeds, the spr,ay that
was thrown upward and struck the spray plate of.the.towing
,gear”may hav~ developed a lift force of unknown magnitude.
This lift force was probably not large compared with the
lift of the model...
..,.
Trimming moment,.- The trimming ino”meritof an outboard
floa”tappears to be of secondary importance. TIhetrimming
moment of a “combination of streamline “body and hydrofoil
may, however, be varied by changing the lon~itudinal posi-
tion of the hydrofoil. The variation of the longitudinal
position of the hydrofoil should not greatly affect the
hydrodynamic lift and resistance of the combination.
Co~arison with conventional float..-Figure 10 shows the
llft and resistance characteristics of N’ACAmode-l104-A taken
from unpublished tests. The NACA model l@-A, a--size model
;
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of,the PBY-type outboard float, has a volume of
0.1975 ,cubic foot and w-as.te,ste”din the same manner and
‘w-iththe same ‘apparatus“as,the ‘streamline body. A com-
parison of’figure 10 with the results of the present
tests shows that “the lift-resistance ratios of the
streamline ,bodywith hydrofoil at.trims of 5° and 10°”are
higher than those of NACA model 104.-Aat.a trim of 13°.
.
.,,
Aerodynamic dragi- ‘An ap~roximation of the aero-
dynamic drag-of the combination of’the streamline body
and hydrofoil. was made bj adding the,separate drag coef-
.,
ficients of the constituent “parts, based on (volume)2/3
of’ the streamline body. ,
,. ,
,’”’ The’’drag’coefficient of the streamline body at an
4 00,angle of attack 0. Mach number of approxjfiately 0.35,
and Reynol,dsnumber of approximately 12 x 106 was com-
puted from the value given in table IV of reference 2.
The drag coefficient of the hyd~’ofoil at an angle of’ ,
attack of 0°, Reynolds number of approximately 1.46 x 106,
was computed from figure 20 of reference ~, after cor-
recting for aspect ratio. The geometrical as~ect ratio of
the hydrofoil was 1.92, but the str,uts supporting the
hydrofoil effectively increased the.aspect ratio by an
~~determined. amount. An effective aspect ratio of 3 was
assumed. Tb.edrag coef.ficf,entof the struts supporting
the hydro.f’oilwas comnuted from figure 91 of’reference 5.
The drag coefficient of the combination of streamline body
and hydrofoil thus obtained was as follows:
I
“ =%!!+s+,ii ..— --—
Increasing the angle .of’incidence o,fthe hydrofoil from Oo
to 10° increased the total drag coefficient .from 0,028 .
to 0.046.
,..
.
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The”drag coefficiefits baked on (volume)“2/3 of each
of four outboard floats (ftgs- 20 and 21 of reference. 6)
at several trims,were as follows:, ,.
.
Trim CD Av. CD of four floats
(de~)
For min. drag 0.029 tO 0.095 . 0.055
0 0.064 to 0.131 “ 0. (XY3
I I
5 ‘ i o.ot31 to 0.175 \ 0.L24 ‘“. .
The trim was measured to the keel just forward of the
step. The trims for minimum drag ranged from -50 to -130.
The combinationo~ streamline body and hydrofoil .
had a minimum drag about50percent cf the average mini-
mu?idrag of the conventional flcats. At an angle of
attack of 0° and an “angle of incidence of the hydrmfoil
of 100,.the combination had a drag about 50 percent of the
average drag of the conventional floats,at a trim of,0°
and about 35 percent of”the average drag of the conven-
tional fl”oats at a trim of 5°. we ‘compai-i.sonwith the
conventional floats at a trim’of 5° is,considered the most
.representa$ivs of actual prac”tice of these comparisons,
be.causa, in order to prOdU_Ceabotlt the same hydrodynamic
characteristics as the combination of streamline body and
hydrofoil, an average outboard float would have an angle
of incidejzce several Wgrees higher than the combination.
CCINCLUS1ONS
The following conclusions are valid only for the
streamline body and hydrofoil tested but may be reasonably
expected to be applicable to,similar configurations:
*
1. The lift of a streamline body moving partially
submerged over the surface of the ,water at constant draft
decreased with increasing speed and,when the body was
below a certain trim, became negative at speedsthat
increased with increasing values of draft.
2. When the body was completely submerged, and at a
sufficiently high t~im, the lift of the streamline body
did not decrease very much with increasing speed and became
NAC.A,ACB NO. LlID06 “;”9
greater than the static lift. ““Theresistance in this
condition was of the same order of’magnitude as the lift.
- ~. FQH a ftrst approximation, the hydrodyimmic -
forc,esona.co.mbinqt,ion of’a streamline body and a hydro-
foil ‘may be obtained by adding the forces on the separate
con,qtituents.~.d neglecting the interference between the
body and the hydrofoil. .
4., At high trims the hydrodyr&mic lift-resistance
rat.~os,:ofthe .st,re,amline,bodywith thehydrofoi”l were
higher “t,han,th.oseo.fa conventional” outboard float,
5. The combination pf’streamlj.ne bod~~and hydrofoil
had”a lower aerod.yna”mic,dragthan a conventional float of
thp.+arne v~lw.e. ~~~‘,
.
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TABLE I.- OFFSETS O.FSTREAMLINE BODY TESTDD
r Distance from nose
(in.)
o
.39
.72
1939
‘2*74
4.17
8
l43
.12
10.49
13.50
16.1P
18.85
21.57
22.91
24..25
25.60
26.27
26.9!.}
————-—————
Radius i
(in.,) I
o
:;
3
1.23
~*77
2.12
2*35
2*57
2.62
2..55
2,;33
1*93
1.55
1.03
.;0
lJ
.1 ?3
o.-. —..
.
09 SECTION HYOR@FO IL
~~tatfons and ordinates in percent of chor~
.-.
—.———. ------ .-—
Upper
Station
——
?.084
2.305
4.781
7.274
~ l7
Zzk
i19: 07
29.863
100.027
L.E. radius:
surface i Lower surface
I—-———-
--t
—
Ordinate Station
.—— ——— —..——
?.223
k
?, 16
1.&05
~. 95
2.659 5.279
3.323 7.72G
10.Z26
15.214
20.193
7.258 I joooGo
7.0-3
z6.3 I,
5l135
.—
0.40.
59. 29
69.?67
z
9.827
9.836
94.877
99*973
—
Ordinate
—.—
0’ —
-.687
-.875
-1.079
-1.203
-1.289
-I .4.12
-1.502
-1.630
-1.712
-1* 4’2
z
-1- 97
-1.519
-1.1 3
3
-*5 7
-,26
-.08t
b
Slope of radius through end of chord: 0.3117
—— —.
zT
I
--i-
.— — —
i
streamline Tubing
. — —
. —
I I
“2s’4
26,94”
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